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rejecting a proposition, and rejecting those analysesof it
with which they happen to be most familiar.
Thus he would certainly attempt to meet the difficulties
which we have just pointed out. There seem to be two
rvays in which he might do so. The first is a kind of As-if
Theory. The secondmay be called the ExpressiveTheory.
In the next chapter we will discussthe As-if Theory.

C H A PTER V

THE AS-IF THEORY
problemwhichthe As-if Theoryhasto solveis
-l-HE
this:
even though it be nonsensicalto ask whether
I
there are unsensedsensibilia or not, statementscontaining
a referenceto them certainly are true or false. It is certainly
senseto ask whether there is a table in the next room or not.
even when no one is looking at it (and even if he is in fact
looking, he will only seea part of it). And yet we are told,
first, that there is no meaning in asking whether unsensed
brown patches exist or not, and secondly, that the unperceived table consists entirely of unsensed brorvn patches
and other such entities.
How doesthe As-if Theory solve the problem ? We must
first notice that there are two different sorts of As-if Theory,
only one of which is relevant. The fundamental contention
of the first, and most usual, form of it is that the complex
proposition x is as if p may still be true even though p is
false. Let us consider a forged coin. It is false that this
piece of metal is a Roman coin. But still it may be true
that it has the visible and tangible qualities which it would
have,if it were a Roman coin. And it may be very valuable
to know this; it may form an essentialpremiss for subsequent inferences. On the other hand, it is not as it would
be if it were an ancient Athenian coin. We can distinguish
between the two 'as-if' propositions x is as if p and x is
as if q, and we can be certain that the one is true and the
other false, even though both p and q arc ahke false. And
this distinction may be of the utmost importance, dcspite
the common falsity of both p and q. There might be a
whole class of such as-if statements,some true and some
false, although the clause following the 'as if' was always
false. Now according to some philosophers,what we commonly call material-object statements are such a class.
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A so-called material-object statement, they say, is more
complex than it looks. It is an abbreviated way of saying
that certain sense-impressions are as y' such and such a
material object existed. But in fact no material objects whateverexist. They are'fictions'or'mental constructs';in other
words, material-object phrases are descriptions which describe nothing. Nevertheless, it may be true that certain
sense-impressions are (N if a material object M, existed;
and it may be false that they are as if a certain other material
object M, existed. And the distinction between these two
'as if' propositions may be of the utmost importance' even
though neither Mrnor M, exists at all. It is very imPoftant
to know that my present visual impressions are as if there
were a black dog pursuing me, and are not as if there were
a black cat. For supposing they are as if there were a black
dog, painful consequencesmay be predicted; supposing
they are as if there were a black cat, no painful consequences
are likely to follow. And the distinction between the two
situations still remains, and retains all its importance, both
theoretical and practical, even if no black cats and no black
dogs exist at all, provided that there are and will continue
to be sense-impressionswhich are as if there were such
entities. It is clear that the whole of Natural Science,as
*6[
the whole of common life, could be understood on
"r
are suffithis 'as-if'basis, so long as our sense-experiences
ciently complex and detailed to enable us to distinguish
between those sense-impressionswhich are as if one sort
of material object existed,and those which are as if another
sort of material object existed.
I think that this kind of As-if Theory has been held by
many philosopherB, though the grandiloquent language
which .o-" of them have used.may conceal the fact from
us, and perhaps from themselves. Many Idealistic philosophers have said that the commonly accepted statements
ofphin men or scientists are 'true at a certain level' but
'ultimately false', or that they are 'phenomenally true' but
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'metaphysicallyfalse'. Again, they have said that the distinction we draw in ordinary life or in Science between true
statementsabout the material world and false ones is 'valid
as far as it goes', but that 'in the end' or 'in the last resort'
they are all alike false. I think that such remarks are just
rather mysterious ways of stating this form of the As-if
Theory. And some of the philosophers who make them,
though not all, would agree that material-object words and
phrases mean groups of sensibilia, which are completely or
wholly unsensed.
Now Hume, like these metaphysicians, professed to be
able to prove that there are no unsensedsensibilia. If he
had succeeded,he himself could have held the As-if Theory
in this form; he could have said that a sentencesuch as
'this is a table' is an abbreviatedway of saying 'my present
sense-impressionsare as if there was a table', though in
reality there are no tables. But in fact he did not succeed.
As we have seen, he ought to hold not that there are no
unsensed sensibilia, but rather that it is meaninglessto
ask whether there are or not. So this form of the As-if
Theory is not open to him. But perhapshe might hold it in
a rather different form, which we must now consider.
According to this, the distinction between truth and
falsity may apply to the complex statement s Lsas if p even
though it does not apply to p by itself (whereas the other
form of the theory said 'even though p by itself is always
false'). Here s is the name of a certain sense-impressionor
set of sense-impressions, and p is a proposition asserting
the existenceof certain unsensedsensibilia. There would
be meaning in asking whether s e'sas if p is true, and we
could offer evidence for it or against it. But it would be
meaninglessto ask whether p by itself is true, i.e. whether
there actually are such and such unsensedsensibiliaor not,
and no evidence we could offer would be relevant at all.
The material-object sentencesof ordinary life would really
be abbreviatedor telescopedways of making statementsof
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this s l'sasif p type; in this casepwill refer to a very complex
group of sensibilia forming a complete three-dimensional
whole and continuing through a long period of time. Thus
when I say 'this is a brown table', I am really saying that
my present sense-impressionshave just the qualities and
relations they would have, if they were members of a certain
sort of complex and spatially-unified group of sensibilia
which goeson continuously whether f am sensingor not: a
group whosestandardor nuclearmembersarebrown, whereas the others diverge from brownness in various degrees
and manners. It is meaninglessto askwhether there actually
is any such group, becauseit is meaninglessto ask whether
there are unsensedparticulars. But it is not meaninglessto
ask whether my present sense-impressionsare as if they
were members of such a group. That question can be
asked and answered,and in this casethe answer is 'Yes'.
In other cases the answer might be equally definitely
tNo'.
The distinction between justifiable and unjustifiable
postulations may now be explained as follows. If it is in
fact the case that s is as if p, then anyone who sensess is
justified in imagining the unsensed sensibilia referred to
bV P. lf it is not the casethat s is as if p, he is not justified
in imagining those particular sensibilia; but he would be
justified if he imagined certain others instead, for instance
those referred to by g.
The guessing which goes on in the game of Charades
provides us with a rough parallel.' Smith is behaving as if
he were a Theban Elder in a Greek Chorus, and not as if
he were a Chinese sage,.which is the guesswe made at first.
For we notice that hi" lifts his staff and wails, which a
Chinese sage would never do. Thus'one guess is true and
the other false. But of course we do not believe that in
r In this game, in case any of my readers should be
unfamiliar with it,
the participants divide themselves into actors and spectators. The spectators
havc to guess what parts the actors are playing.
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real life he actually l's a Theban Elder. And so long as the
game is going on we do not disbelieve it either. Within the
four corners of the game, questions about what he 'really
is' or 'really isn't' simply do not arise. If anyone offers
answersto them, he is no longer playing the game, and if
we pay any attention to him, we are not playing it either.
Within it, both the questionsand the answersare meaningless. But of course outside the game such questions catt
be asked and answered,and in this important respect the
parallel breaks down. The game of postulating unsensed
sensibilia does not have anything outside it. It is a compulsory game, which goes on all the time. (I\ature, as
Hume says,'has not left it to our choice', doubtlessbecause
'she esteemsit an affair of too great importance'.)' So we
cannot strictly call it a game at all.
We must now clear up some difficulties in this curious
As-if Theory. The first and most obvious is that in our
ordinary everyday statementsabout the material world ll'e
ncver put in the 'as if'. We say quite flatly 'this is a piece
of paper' or 'that dsa raven'. And according to the analysis
of material-objectphraseswhich Hume throughout adopts,
such a statementmust be equivalent to 'there is a family of
scnsibilia having such and such a structure, and this senseirnpressionis a member of it'. Here we seemto be asserting
thc actual existenceof a number of unsensedsensibilia (for
of course most of the members of the family will be unncnsed). But if it is meaninglessto ask whether unsensed
scnsibiliaexist, our assertionmust accordingly be nonsensicll; which it certainly is not.
I do not think this difficulty is a very serious one. It
would be sufficient to reply that in order to assertthe comlrfcx proposition's is as if p'we have to mtertain or think
of thc simpler proposition p which is a constituent of it.
Irr ortlcr to believe that our present sense-impressionsare
rn if thcre was a piece of paper, we do have to entertain the
' E . p p . 1 8 3 - 4 ;S.B. P. I8 z.
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proposition that there is a piece of paper, though we do
not have to believeit (no more than we have to believethat
Smith is a Theban Elder). Moreover, we have to entertain
this proposition attentiaely; and the entertaining of it has
a most important effecton both our volitions and emotions,
as we may see by considering the example of the black cat

makes a great difference what the precise content of p is.
Given that s is as if p, we have to predict one sort of future

is meaningless to ask whether p (being unverifiable)
is true, i.e. whether the unsensedsensibiliawhich it refers
to actually exist, it is very curious that p should be a
premiss, and an indispensablepremis.s,forthe drawing of
true conclusions; namely true predictions of future .enr.impressions. Let F stand for 'family of sensibilid', €.g.
for the family of sensibilia which if it existed would b--e
collectively called a piece of paper. And let s as before
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stand for 'sense-impression';and when we want to speak
of several different sense-impressions,let us call them s1,s2,
&c. The statement we have to examine is s, l's as if thne
were F. In order to get predictions of future senseimpressions,or to infer past ones, we shall need a general
hypothetical proposition or rule, of the form if there is F,
then probably there willbe ss, ss, &c. But surely, it may be
objected, we can only get to our conclusion 'there will
probably be sr, &c.' provided that the protasis 'there is F'
is truc. And according to the theory, it is not even sense
to ask whether this protasis is true or false, so it certainly
cannot be called true. Accordingly, it seems that no conclusion can be drawn at all, though it could be on the
Realistic theoryr which allows us to say that 'there is F'
is in many casesvery probable even if never certain. To
put the difficulty still more simply: if my Present senseimpression were a constituent of a certain family of sensibilia, then certain future sense-impressions would be
predictable. But in fact, we are told, it is not senseto say
either that it is a constituent of such a family or even that
it is not, becauseneither statement can be verified; so in
fact no prediction can be made. .
But perhaps our rule has not been correctly formulated.
Let us try again, and reformulate it as follows: if there are
Jome sense-impressionswhich are as if they were constituents of 4 then probably there will be other senseimpressionswhich will be as if they were constituentsof F.
Now here the protasis-clause can be true. It can be true
that there are some sense-impressions which have the
qualities and relations they would have if they were constituents of F. And the general rule (the long hypothetical
proposition stated above) can also be true, even though
statements asserting the existence of F are unverifiable, so
that we must not ask whether they are true or not. Thus
there is no paradox in our reachingthe true conclusionthat
I Cf. p. r34, above.
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there are or will be other sense-impressions
which will also
be as if they were constituents of F.
The point may be put in another way, using the language
of Descriptions. Being as if it aiere a constituent of a
of sensibilia is a description which does often apply-family
to an
actual sense-impression.This is an empirical fact, a fact
of observation. And it is also an empirical fact that a
number of sense-impressionsoccurring at different times
are often found to be as if they were all constituents of the
same family of sensibilia. We can then form an inductive
generalization, and say: whenever there are some senseimpressions which are as if they were constituents of a
certain family of sensibilia, there will probably be others
which will also be as if they were constituents of that same
family of sensibilia. The general form of this rule is very
simple. It is: given that there is one particular satisfying a
description {, there are probably others satisfying that same
description. What is not simple, but on the contrary very
complex, is the description satisfied. However, I cannot
see that this complexity is an objection, though it may be
aestheticallydistasteful.
It may, however, be thought that there is an absurdity,
not merely a complexity, in this description. It would not
matter if we said frankly that families of sensibilia do not
exist, because their unsensed members do not. (That is
what the first version of the As-if Theory did say.) There
are plenty of descriptions which contain a reference to
non-existent terms. Pickwichian andfairy-like are descriptions which contain such a reference,for presumably there
are no fairies, and there never was a Mr. Pickwick. This
does not prevent us frcftn applying these descriptions to
persons whom we actually meet with, nor from making true
predictions by means of them. If you tell me that Robinson
is a Pickwickian person, f can predict that he will talk in a
fatuous but good-natured manner and will make bad jokes,
although Mr. Pickwick, by referenceto whom you describe
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him, never actually existed. But what happens when the
description contains a reference to something about whose
existence it is meaninglessto ask ? How can such a description be applied to anything at all ? Would it not be itself
meaningless?
We must reply that the word 'meaningless'is here being
used in a technical sense-not to say a hyper-technical one.
When it is said that it is meaninglessto askwhether families
of sensibilia exist, this is only a way of saying that their
existence is unverifiable by definition, since by definition
they contain unsensed members. It is not meant that the
phrase'family of sensibilia'conveysnothing at all, or stands
for no concept, like the phrase 'chiwle of woughs'. On the
contrary, it stands for a complex concept which can be
defined in terms of simpler ones; and we are perfectly
familiar with these simpler ones, becausewe have been
acquainted with numerous instances of them. We know
what the phrase 'sensible quality' stands for, because we
have met many instancesof determinate sensiblequalities.
We are familiar rvith spatial relations. We know what it is
for a series of sensibly-qualifiedparticulars to go on continuously throughout a period of time, becausewe have
often been acquainted with series of this sort which continued through a short period. Einally, we know what the
word 'to sense'means,and thereforewhat'unsensed'means.
Consequently, we can conceive of a group which is partly
or wholly composedof unsensedentities qualified by such
qualities, which has a spatially continuous nucleus, and
goeson uninterruptedly through time. Of course if it were
logically impossiblefor an unsensed entity to be qualified in
such ways-if, for instance,'beingred' and 'beingunsensed'
were a self-contradictory conjunction of predicates-then
no such group could be conceived of. But according to
I-lume, at any rate, such a conjunction of predicates is not
self-contradictory. Thus we do know what is meant by the
phrase 'family of sensibilia'. What we do not know is
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whether there are in fact any groups of entities denoted by
that phrase. And since we cannot settle the question
whether there are-not through de facto incapacity, but
by definition-that question is according to him meaningless. (Or at least that is what he sayswhen he is consistent
in his Empiricism.) It doesnot, however,at all follow from
this that the phrase'family of sensibilia'is itself meaningless.
If it were, we could not infer from the definition of the
phrase that the existenceof groups denoted by it is unverifiable. For it would not have a definition at all. Consequently, a complex description into which this phrase
enters can perfectly well have a meaning, and there can
perfectly well be entities which satisfy and are known to
satisfy that complbx description, even though it contains a
concept such that one cannot properly ask whether any
actual groups are instances of this concePt.

sensingare as if there were a group of sensibiliasuch asyou
call a table. But might you not equally well-or equally
ill-maintain that they are as if there were a group of
sensibilia such as you call a hippopotamus? Whatever
phraseyou put after the 'as if'you will never be found out.
For ex hypothesiyou will not be able to inspect the sensibilia themselves.
To answer this objection, we must go back to what was
said earlier about Gap-indifference. Our sense-experience
is full of gaps and interruptions. (This is what all the fuss
is about; there would be no need of a theory of Perception
otherwise.) But still there are some continuous stretches
in it, though they are always short. And we fortunately
find that the interrupted parts have a resemblanceto the
continuous ones, a fragmentary resemblanceas we called
it. This relation is wholly within the sphere of senseimpressions. At this stagethere is no mention of unsensed
entities of any sort. And thanks to this relation, the interruptions make no difference. The series of impressions
goes on after the interruption exactly as it did on other
occasionswhen no interruption occurred. The sameapplies
to spatial gaps as to temporal ones. When a part of the
view is cut off by some obstacle,e.g. when a fire-screenis
put in front of the fire, the other parts continue exactlv as
before, with the same qualities and relations which they
had when the screenhad not yet come there. This characteristic, which is often found both in temporal series of
sense-impressionsand in spatial groups of them, is what
we call Gap-indifference.
Now let us return to the meaning of 'as if'. We sense
A . . . E, and we say that this gappy pair of irnpressionsis
as if BCD, which we do not sense,came between them. If
BCD had comebetweenthem, we say,thesetwo impressions
would have had just the characteristicswhich they do in
fact have. How do we know what characteristicsthey would
have had, if BCD had been there ? The answer is, we
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But before we can be satisfied with this version of the
As-if Theory there are severalmore difficulties to be cleared
up, which indeed apply to the other version of the theory as
well. The first concerns the phrase 'as if itself. In what
sensed/e sense-impressionsas if there were such and such
sensibilia? When we say they are, we must mean two
thing3: (r) if such and such unsensed sensibilia existed,
there would be (or probably would be) sense-impressions
of such and such a sort; and (z) sense-impressionsof that
sort are in fact occurring. But how do we know what sort
of sense-impressionsthere would be if these unsensed
sensibilia did exist ? How can we even conjecture what
would be likely to happen? By definition, these sensibilia
have not been inspect€d, being unsensed. So how can we
would
tell that if the sensibiliawere there, sense-impressions
have one sort of characteristicsrather than another? And
which we
how can we say, then, that the sense-impressions
actually get are as if p rather than as if q ot r or something
which you are
else? You say that these sense-impressions
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remember what happened on past occasions when there
was no gap. On those occasionsBCD wne there, they were
actually sensed,and A and E were conjoined with them.
That is what makes us say A . . . E are as r/BCD were there
now. And that is what makes us say that they are as if BCD
in particular were there, rather thanXYZ or something else.
I sensea complex of impressionswhich I describeby saying
'Look! I seea tail sticking out from behind the sofa.' And
I say that they are as if there were an unseen cat there.
Why do I say that the view which I seeis as if there were
an unseen cat behind the sofa, rather than an unseen dog
or an unseen sewing-machine ? It is because I have often
seena cat in the past, tail and all, though I don't seethis one;
and this tail, which I do see, is very much like the ones
which were attached to the seen cats. What I sense now
resembles a part of a certain sort of wholc which I have
previously sensed. I therefore say that it is as if a whole of
that sort now existed.
We can now see that there was something misleading in
the objection stated above. The objection was that since
unsensedsensibilia have never been inspected,we cannot
possibly tell what it would be like if they were there. Of
course they have never been inspected; otherwise they
would not be unsensedentities, as by definition they are.
But although they are by definition unsensed,they are also
by definition sensibilia; that is, they are defined as entities
possessingqualities and relations exemplified by particulars
which ara sensed. So though they have not themselvesbeen
inspected, by definition, it equally follows from the definition that other entities qualitatively similar to them have
been inspected. Acco6dingly we can tell what it would be
like if entities thus characterized,had been there, for the
very good reason that we remembir what it ftas been like
when entities thus characteized haoe been there. We remember what it was like when BCD were there in the past;
we remember that A and E were there along with them,
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A at the one end and E at the other. And so we can say
that if BCD were there on this present occasion, A and E
would be there, which in fact they are: in other words,
that A and E are as iI BCD came between them, though
BCD are not in this casesensed.
We now turn to a second difficulty concerning the s es
as if p formula. It may appear that this formula is altogether
too elastic. There is a sense in which my present senseimpressions are as if a snowstorm were now raging in
Tibet. They havejust the characteristicswhich they would
have if such an event were now happening; but equally
they have just the characteristics which they u'ould have if
it were not. Again, they are just what they would be if a
cow were now entering the Town Hall, since f cannot see
the Town Hall from here, or hear what is going on there.
And for the same reason they are what they would be if
there were no cow whatever in the neighbourhood. We
might try to avoid this objection by confining ourselvesto
casesin which sense-impressionsare as if they were themselvesconstituentsof a certain family of sensibilia. This
would be a very drastic piece of self-denial, for it would
prevent us from offering any arialysis of statements about
unobserved material objects, and we might well think the
remedy worse than the disease.But even so, it would be
ineffective. For we should still get into trouble over illusions
and hallucinations. Let us consider the mirage again. Suppose that I am deceived by it. I sense a bright shimmery
visual impression, and postulate a group of unsensedparticulars such as compose a pool of water. Everyone admits
that I am making a mistake. Not, however, because those
sensibilia do not in fact exist; we are told it is in any case
meaninglessto ask whether they exist or not. (According
to the other version of the As-if Theory, it is in any case
certain that they do not exist.) Then what mistake am I
making ? It may be suggestedthat in actual fact the sensq-
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impression was not as if there were those sensibilia. But
I reply that it certainly was; it did havejust those qualities
and relations which a sense-impressionwould have, if it
were continued into unsensed sensibilia of the 'waterish'
sort. As we say, it really did look exactly as if there were
a pool of water there. Indeed, this is the whole trouble
about illusions. It often happensthat s e'sas if p when the
postulation of p is unjustifiable, and the corresponding
material-objectsentenceis false. If it were not so, illusory
would never deceiveanyone. And then
sense-impressions
they would not be illusory; they rvould merely stand in
rather unusual relations to those which precede and follow
them. Of course in such a situation it is also true that
s is as if q. The sense-impressionis also what it would be
if it rvere a member of quite a different complex of sensibilia, composing a tract of hot sand. So to speak, it is
ambivalent; it points both ways at once. But then it surely
ought to follow that the postulation of p and the postulation
of q are both equally justifiable; and both the materialobject sentences'this is a pool of water' and 'this is a tract
of hot sand' ought to be true, whereas in fact they are
mutually exclusive.
To clear up this difficulty, we must considerthe meaning
of s r's as if p more carefully. The essential point is that
there are different degrees of as-ifness. This is acknowledged in ordinary speech,where we find such phrasesas
'to some extent as if', 'rather as if', 'very much as if',
'exactly as if'. The differences of degreearise in the following way. When we say that x is as if p, we are making two
statements:(r) if p were the case,then r would have such
and such characteristips,and (z) x in fact has at least some
of them. But the characteristics which * would have if
p were the case may well be numerous, and we may only
know that it has one or two of them, not that it has them
all. We then say that r is rather or to some extent as if p.
If we later find that it has most of the required character-
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istics, we shall then say that it is very much as if p. If we
find that it has them all, we shall say that it is exactly as ifp.
For instance,Smith behavesrather asif he were a member
of some secret society. A curious emblem hangs on his
watch-chain. Every other Friday he puts on a tie of a surprising apple-green hue, and disappearsfrom his rooms
for two or three hours after dark. We hear a voice on the
stairs addressing him as 'Sergei Ivanovitch', which is certainly not his baptismal name. Then a day comeson which
he disappearsaltogether. His rooms are searched,and a
diary is found, written in code, giving an elaborate account
of fortnightly nocturnal gatherings. Things are now exactly
as if there were a secret society of which he is a member.
But for all that (it will be said) he may not really be a
member of any such body. It is still possible that the
society does not exist at all; the whole affair may still be
an elaborate hoax.-True enough. But in the instances
which concern our inquiry no such comment can be made.
The question about the secret society is one which might
conceivably be settled by direct observation. It would be
possibleto follow Smith and seewhat he did. If the society
does exist, it must be possible to observe its meetings and
discover directly what goes on at them. But if the secret
society corresponds to a set of unsensed sensibilia, and
Smith's observed activities and belongings to actual senseimpressions,there will be no sensein asking whether the
societyreally existsor not, and whether he really is or is not
a member of it. The utmost you can ask for is that he
should behave exactly as if he were a member. (According
to the other form of the As-if TheorY, we should have to
say it is in any case certain that no such society exists or
can exist, and therefore certain that he is not in fact a
member of it, even when he behavesexactly as if he were.)
We have now described one way in which as-ifness may
vary in degree. An entity x may have some, or many, or all
of the characteristics which it would have if 1Dwere the
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case. But wherep is a propositionabout a group and * is
as if it were a member of such a group, another sort of
variation is possibleas well. When there are many r's and
eachof them is what it would be if p, the whole situation
is moreas if p than it waswhen there wereonly one or two.
For example,there may be three other peoplein the town
who behavein the samecurious way as Smith does,and
we hear that similar behaviour occasionallyoccurs elsewhere. Then the whole situation is more as if the secret
society existed than it was when only Smith had been
observedto behavein this way, and more as if it contained
otler members besides,whose behaviour has not been
observedat all. It is the samewith sense-impressions
and
sensibilia. Supposewe experiencea number of senseimpressionswhich are all as if there were a certain group of
sensibiliaand asif they weremembersof it; then the whole
situation is moreas if there were thosesensibiliathan it is
when only one single sense-impression
has occurred,even
though all the characteristics
of that singlesense-impression
are just what they would be if such a group of sensibilia
existed.
Thus the degreeof as-ifnessmay vary in two different
dimensions,as it were: in respectof closeness
(r, may be
moreclosely asrf p than *, is) and in respectof extensiomess
(theremay be more ff's or fewer). But there is an important
differencebetweenthe two sorts of variation. The first
has an upper limit; the secondhas not. My actual senseimpressionsduring a certain minute have all the qualities
and relations which they would have if they were constituents of a family of sensibiliasuch as I call a table. When
we considerthem as *hey stand, we find that they could
not be more as if this were so than they actuallyare. They
are e*actly as if there were a table of which they were
constihrents. But still there might have been a greater
number of them. And howevermany thereare,there could
still alwaysbe more. I could alwayslook at the table more
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oftenthan I do, andforlongerperiods.I couldtouchaswell
assee. Other peoplemight look aswell asI. Thus the as-ifnessmight alwaysbe more extensivethan it is. It would only
reachits limit if there were an omnisentientobserver,who
looked at the table from all possiblepoints of view at the
sametime and without any intermission. But in that case
there would be no as-ifnessat all. There would act:uallybe
a completeand continuousfamily of particulars. For the
fragmentarinessand interruptednesswhich are the characteristic factors of human sense-experiencewould have
disappeared.There would be no supplementationof senseimpressionsby the postulationof unsensedparticularsto
fill up their gaps,for therewould be no gapsleft to fill; and
therefore there would be no question of justifying these
postulationsby finding factsof the s rs ar if p form. Actual
sense-impressions
would suffice by themselvesto constitute those continuous and ordered groups which we
human beingscan only postulateby meansof imaginative
supplementation.r
But finally, it is not merbly a questionof numbers. It is
not true that every sense-impression
counts for one and
none for more. Sense-impressions
differ so to speak in
weight or degreeof decisiveness.In the first place, those
which contain a great amount of internal detail count for
more than those which contain little. One view from ten
yards' distancecounts for more than several from three
hundred. One view in a good light is better than several
through a mist. At three hundred yards my senseimpressionsare to some extent as if there were a cyclist
coming along the road towards me. But equally they are
to someextent as if he were moving awayfrom me. They
are evento someextent as if there wefe no cyclist, but only
a complicated pattern of lights and shadowson the road.
At ten yards,supposingthat they areat all as if there were
a cyclist,they will be very much indeedasif therewereone.
r Cf. pp.8o-r, above.
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In any case, there will be no ambivalence about them.

are not so related. The spatially-synthesizable ones are
more diagnostic; they enable us to choose between the
postulation of p and the postulation of g. For the spatial
structure of the entire family of sensibilia depends upon
the shape of the nucleus of spatially-synthesizabie membirs.
It is the common limit from which the shapes of the other
members diverge in various degrees and manners. If we
g€t sense-impressions which are spatially-synthesizable,
they are as if they were constituents of such a nucleus; and
then we can tell at once what family of sensibilia they are
as if they belonged to. But non-synthesizableimpressions
may be somewhat as if p and at the same time somewhat as
if g, w-ithout being decisive one way or the other. A perspectified or otherwise distorted member of family
^F, *"y
be very like some members.of another family Fe, whose
spatial structure as a whole is quite different; for instance,
some foreshortened views of a circular piece of cardboard
clo'selyresemble certain views of an elliptical piece of cardboard (where the words 'circular' and 'elliptical' denote the
shapes of the respective spatially-synthesizable nuclei).
Conversely, a distorted member of family F, may be unlike
some members of Fr, although the spatially-synthesizable
nuclei of the two families, and consequently their spatial
structures as wholes, are extremely similar; for instance,
some foreshortenedviews of the circular piece of cardboard
are unlike certain views of another circular piece of cardboard. In the same way, a cat seen through uneven glass
may look very like a dog; and two very similar cats, one
seen through uneven glass and the other not, may look
very different indeed.
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We may now return to the difficulty about illusion, bearing in mind these differences of degree between one 'as-if'
and another. Let us consider the mirage again. It is true
that the shimmery visual impressions are as if there were
a pool of water some hundreds of yards away. But they
are only sommthat as if this were so, not decisively. For
they are also somewhat as if there were a patch of hot sand
there, and not a pool of water. It is true that only past
experienceof mirages enablesme to recognize this second
'as if'. But then it is equally past experiencewhich enables
me to recognize the first one-to recognize, as we say, that
water doesoften look like that from a distance. I remember
that shimmery impressions very like this one have often
been followed by a successionof larger and larger impressions, less and less shimmery, more and more detailed but
still bright and shining; until at last there was a set of them
forming a spatially-synthesizable whole. All knowledge of
s z'sas if p facts comes from past experience in any case;
namely from actually finding, by actual sensation, that
particulars of a certain sort are frequently accompanied or
followed by other particulars of a certain sort. That is
what enables us to say now that these present particulars
are as if their usual accompaniments existed.
At first, then, my sense-impressions are ambivalent.
They are somewhat as if p and at the same time somewhat
as if g. But when f come nearer and obtain a greater
number of sense-impressions,with a greater amount of
internal detail, and spatially synthesizablewith each other,
the situation is altered. My sense-impressions now are
very much indeed as if there were a tract of sand-enough
to satisfy any reasonable man that the material-object
sentence 'this is a tract of sand' is true-and they are not
at all as if there were a pool of water. The new impressions,
in view of their number and their weight, are far more as
if there were a tract of sand than the old ones are as if there
were a pool of water. In fact, the new onesare deciioely as
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if there were a tract of sand. They are so numerous and
their weight is so great that anyone would be satisfied to
say 'there is a tract of sand here, and there is not a pool of
water'. The ambivalence we spoke of only occurs when s
is somewhatzs if p; for where this is so, it is also somewhat
as if g, and perhaps as if other things too. But there is no
ambivalence about these new sense-impressions. They
justify the postulation of one, and only one, family of sensibilia; they do not favour several alternative postullations
equally, as their predecessorsdid.

means 'enough to satisfy any reasonableman'. (A reasonable man, be it noted, is not the sameas a Formal Logician.
Perhaps we should have said, 'any sensible man'.) This
follows from what has been said about extensivenessand
internal differentiation. There is no upper limit to the
amount of checking which the postulation of p might conceivably get, since there is no limit to the number of senseimpressions which might be as if p, or to their degree of
internal differentiation. Nevertheless,there is a finite amount
of checking which is sufficient, and decisive. Given that
amount, the postulation ofp is decisively justified by actual
sense-experience, or on the other hand decisively prohibited. We then say that the checking of our postulation
by actual sense-impressionsis complete, and that no further
checking is required. But here ihe word 'complete' just
means 'definitive' or 'completely decisive'. It does not
entail that further checking is inconceivable, but merely
that it is unnecessary or silly to demand any more; for
instance, the sense-impressionswhich I have been having
intermittently during the past half-hour are decisively as
if they were constituents of a family of sensibilia such as I
call an ink-bottle. This contention of the As-if Theory, that
a finite set of sense-impressions may be sufficient and
decisive, is obviously in agreement with common sense.
Given these sufficient sense-impressions,the ordinary man
would certainly say that it is a fact that there is an inkbottle here, and that it is unreasonable or silly to demand
further confirmation by additional observations; although
it is perfectly conceivable that there might be further
observations such as would confirm the existence of the
ink-bottle if it had still been in doubt, and indeed we confidently expect there will be.
In other words, we ordinarily think ourselvesjustified
in saying that some material-object statements are completely certain. We think that sense-experience,though
fragmentary and intermittent, has been sufficient to certify

The fact that s can be as if p in different degrees is also
important in another way. As we saw, the degree in which
s is as if 2 depends partly on the extensivenessof s-on the
number of relevant sense-impressionswe have had. We
further saw that there is no upper limit to this ixtensiveness.
Likewise there is no upper limit of internal differentiation.
Our sense-impressionsmight always be more detailed than
they are. Now an important consequencefollows from this,
which affects both forms of the As-if Theory alike, and any
other form of it there may be." According to the theory,
we are constantly postulating unsensedparticulars to supplement our fragmentary sense-impressions. These postulations,'aretested or'checked' by sense-experience.According
to the first form of the theory these postulations are always
false, because there are in fact no unsensed particulars.
According to the present form of it, we cannot ask whether
they are true or false, becausethe question is meaningless.
But according to either, we can and do ask whether they
are justified or prohibited by actual sense-experience,
whether they are or afie not the right and proper postulations to make in the circumstances..
How much testing do we demand before a postulation is
pronounced to be justified ? We can now see thaf the most
we can demand is, that it should be sufuintly tested or
checked by actual sense-experience, where 'sufficiently'
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them absolutely. Now some philosophers of the Realistic
schoolreject this common-senseopinion. Even thoughthere
have been enough s e'sas if p facts to satisfy any reasonable
man that the postulation ofp is justified, and however many
sense-impressionsyou have had which have been exactly
what they would be if there were this group of sensibilia,
they say it is still theoretically possible that the corresponding material-object statement may be false; and even that
all the material-object statements ever made are false.
According to them, the plain man ought never to say 'it is
a fact that there is an ink-bottle here'; he ought only to say
at the most 'I have very strong evidence that there is an
ink-bottle here'. Another way of putting their point is to
say that any material-objectstatement,however well established, is still corrigible.
Whether these philosophers are right or wrong, it is clear
that Hume, at any rate, does not agreewith them. On this
point, as on others, he sides with the Vulgar. He would
hold, as the Vulgar do, that some material-object statements
are completely certain. He could admit that they do not
have the same kind of certainty as the statements of Arithmetic and Algebra, which state 'relations of ideas'; nor yet
the same kind as the sensibly-evident statements which
describe the sense-given qualities and relations of actual
sense-impressions(or the analogous introspectibly-evident
statements which describe feelings actually felt). But still,
he would say, they do have their own kind of certainty, the
certainty characteristic of 'knowledge of matters of fact'.
Or rather, he not only admits that this is a special kind of
certainty, quite different from the other two; he vigorously
insists on the distinction. Indeed, the main object of all
his epistemological adventures, bpth in the Treatise and the
Inquiry, is precisely to give an account of this 'knowledge
of matters of fact'; and the very thing which puzzles him
about it is precisely the differences between this sort of
certainty and the sorts of certainty we have in Arithmetic
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and Algebra on the one hand, in the sphere of the sensibly
and introspectibly evident on the other-differences which
he thinks his predecessorsoverlooked. Thus he is far from
holding, as these Realistic philosophers clo, that no matterof-fact proposition is certain. His whole point is that some
of them are certain, and yet their certainty does not fall
under either of the two main types of certainty hitherto
admitted in Philosophy. And his aim is to exhibit clearlythe
peculiar type of certainty which he thinks they have, and
to describe the process by which they are certified.
Now the As-if Theory which we have attributed to him
does enable him to achieve this aim, though in a somewhat
paradoxicalway. At least,he is able to achieveit so far as
the basic matters of fact are concerned, such as the fact
that there is a table here. The processof certification, he
can no\rysay, is the testing or checking of imaginative postulations by actual sense-experience.When we say that some
material-object statement is completely certain, that it states
a matter of fact, we mean that the postulation of such and
such a sort of group of sensibiliahas been decisivelyjustified; we are saying that actual sense-impressionsare decisiaely as if the postulated sensibilia existed. It is clear
that this situation l's quite different from anything we meet
with either in a mathematical'proof, or in the sphere of the
sensibly or introspectibly evident. The relation which we
have called 'being decisively as if is not at all like logical
entailment. When s is decisively as if p, a man may still
refuse to postulate the sensibilia denoted by p without
being guilty of any contradiction; whereas he would be
guilty of a contradiction if he accepted the premissesof a
mathematical demonstration, but rejected the conclusion
which they entail. His refusal to postulate p is only unreasonable or silly, or perhaps insane; not illogical or
inconsistent. Again, although it is of coursesensiblyevident
that the impressions denoted by s have the qualities and
scnse-givenrelations they do have, it is not sensibly evident
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that there are the supplementary particulars denoted by p.
It cannot be, because they are by definition unsensed.
There is also a second, and even more striking, difference
between this certainty and both the other two. When s is
decisively as if p, we cannot say that p by itself is true.
According to the present form of the As-if Theory, it is not
even senseto ask whetherp is true or false; accordingto the
other, it is actually certain that p is false. What is true is
only the complex proposition s is decisioelyas if p. Thirdly
and lastly, 'being decisivelyas if is the uppermost member
of a series of degrees. It is possible for the 'as if' to be
nearly decisive but not quite. But one proposition cannot
be nearly entailed by another; and a proposition is either
sensibly evident or else not sensibly evident at all.
This brings us to the third important obscurity in the
theory. It concerns what we should commonly call statements about completelyunobsnzsed
material objects. Let us
first considerthose for which we have got somesense-given
evidence. We find that they can easily be accommodated
within the theory, once we admit that there are different
degreesof as-ifness. For instance,we say that this dandelion has a root which no one has ever seenor touched. Then
what do we mean by saying that the root is there ? The
theory must find some actual sense-impressionswhich
are as if that particular group of completely unsensed
particulars existed. What sense-impressionscan they be ?
Obviously they are those which we sense now when we
look at the flower. We remember that in certain other
instances where dandelion flowers have been observed,
roots have been observ€d as well. We conclude by analogy
that there is a root in this case too, though we have not
observed it. Let us suppose that in each caseour observations are as complete as we can make them. Then the
situation is this: On previous occasions two complex sets
of gap-indifferent sense-impressions were sensed, which
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were decisively as if there were two complete families of
sensibilia existing together-flower and root. We now find
one complex set of gap-indifferent sense-impressions,which
are decisively as if one complete family of sensibilia existed
-a flower. But they are also very much as if there were a
second family of sensibilia as well-a root. For they are
just like those impressions which have frequently accompanied root-impressionsin the past.
The position then is that certain past conjunctions of
sense-impressionshave been decisively as if there were
certain conjoined families of sensibilia. Our present senseimpressionsare decisively as if there was one such family
of sensibilia now; and they are very much, though not
decisively,as if there was another family of sensibilia conjoined with it. This analysisfits all the instancesin which
we argue from the observation of one material object or
process to the unobserved existence of another material
object or process,whether in the presentor in the past: for
example, from the observed motions of a planet to the
existenceand motions of another which is not observed,
or from the observed scratcheson the rocks of a valley to
the unobserved existence of a glacier in the remote past.
And thus our present sense-impressionsare not merely as
if there were a family of sensibleparticulars in which they
themselveswould be included aSmembers, but are also as
if there were other families of sensibleparticulars of which
they would not themselvesbe members.
We may restatethis in rather a different way as follows:
Given the general hypothesis of the existenceof unsensed
sensibilia, and given the Principle of Gap-indifference to
guide us in our detailed postulations of them, we find
that the sensibilia which our sense-imDressionslead us
to imagine usually go together in spatially-synthesizable
groups or families, and we refer to such groups by means
of material-object words and phrases. We further find
that these groups in turn display certain regularities of
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successionand conjunction, which we formulate in inductive generalizations. Thus, given the general hypothesis
that unsensed sensibilia exist, and working all along inside
that hypothesis, we can discover rules for inferring from
the existenceof one group of sensibilia to the existenceof
another group. And these are what we are using when we
say that our present sense-impressionsare as if a certain
group of sensible particulars existed, no members of which
are actually sensedby anyone.
In the instancesso far considered we do have sense-given
evidencefor the existenceof our unobservedmaterial object.
But what happens when we have none ? There may, for
instance, be a lump of basalt z,ooo miles west of this spot,
at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. No one has observed
it; not only so, no one has any evidence of its existence.
But if I say that it is there, my statement certainly has
meaning, and is true or false, though I have no reason
whatever for making it, and no one else has any. Let us

tiorrfor a statement of the s l} as if p form, where s is a set
of sense-impressions and p a statement about unsensed
sensibilia. But in this case,it seems,there cannot be any s.
Ex hypottusi there is no sense-givenevidence at all for the
assertion which we have made. There are no senseimpressions which are in any degree as if that particular
group of sensibilia existed. Thus the theory seemsdriven
to hold, most unplausibly, that statements of this sort are
illegitimate. It will apparently have to say that it is imposibl" that there should be parts of the material world of
which human beings are completely ignorant: or rather,
that statementsassertingtheir existenceare without meaning. For how can they be treated as abbreviations for
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statements of the s rs as if p form? And this conclusion is
obviously absurd.
But why is it absurd ? What makes us so certain that
there are in fact parts of the material world of which we are
completely ignorant ? It is not logically necessarythat there
should be. There is certainly no contradiction in maintaining that every object in the material world has either been
observed at some time by someone,or is such that its existence could be inferred from otherobjectswhichhavebeen.
The infinity of spaceand time, whatever view we may hold
about it, is here irreldvant. For even though they are
infinite, the number of objects in them may still be finite.
And there is no contradiction in supposing that the number
is quite small, so small that every object has either been
observed or could be inferred from those that have been.
Moreover, the statement that there are parts of the
material world of which we are completely ignorant is
itself a queer one. To asseft that such parts of the world
exist, although we have no evidence at all about their
character, would be paradoxical enough. But we are supposed to be completely ignorant even of their existence.
How then can we at the same time assertthat thev do exist ?
This looks like a flat contradictibn. Of course they might
in fact exist although everyone lvas completely ignorant of
their existence. But the point is that we assert their existence, while at the same time asserting that we are completely ignorant of it. What do we really mean by these
assertions, and what reason have we for making them ?
Clearly we do have a reason. If we had none at all, the
As-if Theorist need not be in a difficulty. He could then
consistently dismiss the statement that material objects
exist of which we are completely ignorant. He could say
that it is a pseudo-statement,which propounds a completely
unverifiable hypothesis,4nd,is accordingly meaningless.
On reflection, we find that our reason is an empirical one.
A great many material objects have been discovered in the
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past whose very existence was unsusPected beforehand.
And not only was it in fact unsuspected; there was not the
slightest antecedent evidence for it. Before the Antarctic
Continent was discovered, no one had the slightest evidence
for its existence. Until Galileo invented his telescope, no
one had the slightest evidence for the existence of Saturn's
rings. Since such discoveries are constantly being made,
we infer by analogy that there are probably a vast number
of other material objects which exist, although we have at
present no evidence for their existence, and may never
have any.
However, this does not get us out of the apParent contradiction. For now we are saying that we haoe got evidence
for their existence, sensible evidence derived from actual
though unexpected sense-impressions. We are saying that
there haoe been actual sense-impressionswhich were as if
such groups of unsensed sensibilia existed; yet we are also
saying that there has not been, is not, and perhaps never
will be, any sensible evidence for the existence of those
particular groups of sensibilia. But the solution of the
paradox should now be obvious. We must distinguish
between evidence for a very general hypothesis and evidence
for'more specific ones. We have evidence for the gennal
hypothesis that there are many material objects such that
we have no evidence in favour of any specifu hypothesis
about them, and perhaps never shall have any. Does this
amount to saying after all that we have evidence as to their
existence,but none as to their character? No. For, on the
one hand, we obviously do have some evidence as to their
character: we have..evidence that they Possessall the defining characters of material objects, i.e. (on the present
Humian theory) that they are fimilies of unsensed sensibilia. On the other hand, our evidenceas to their existence
is general and not specific. We have no evidence to show
how many of them there are. We only have evidence to
show that there is somelatge number of them.

ftg

Thus the general statement that there are material objects
of which we are completely ignorant can certainly be made
to fit the s is as if p formula, There are act:ual senseimpressionswhich are as if there were many such objects.
Only this 'complete ignorance' really means complete
absence of evidence about their number, and about all
characters of them which are more specific than the
defining characters of material-objectnessas such. For
instance, there are no sense-impressionswhich are as if
there were exactly six hundred million such objects, or as
if five per cent. of them were purple.
This conclusionmay be stated in another way as follows.
Our sense-impressions
are as if there were a vast and complicated world of sensibleparticulars, having a determinate
structure. But they are also as if the vast majority of these
particulars were not actually sensedby anyone; and they
are even as if very many of these particulars were such that
we have no evidenceas to their specific qualities and relations. Thus according to the As-if Theory the statement
that there are parts of the material world which no one has
ever observedis very far from being meaningless. It is not
only a meaningful statement, it is a true one. For it is an
abbreviated way of stating a perfectly genuine fact of the
s dsas if p type.
Nevertheless, the difficulty is not altogether overcome.
We are allowed to say that there are many material objects
and processeswhich no one has ever observed. But so far
as this argument goes, we are only allowed to make the
gcneral statement that there are many unobserved material
olljects of some sort or other. Unfortunately, however, we
can and do make specirtcstatementsabout them ; or if we are
too cautious to make them, we neverthelessunderstand
thcm perfectly well. At the time when they are made, no
one knows whether they are true or false; it may even be
tlrat there is not the slightestevidenceone way or the other.
a7o5
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But still, we think, they are in fact either true or false, even
though no one ever finds out which they are. Suppose
someone dsserted 3oo years ago that there are mountains
at the South Pole. There were in fact mountains at the
South Pole at that date, though no one had any evidence of
it at the time. Thus the statement was in fact true. But
can we say that it was equivalent to any statement of the
s is as if p type ? Certainly no sense-impressionsat the time
were sufitciently as if sensibilia of that description existed.
None of them were even much as if these sensibilia existed.
It is true that a seventeenth-century inhabitant of England
could say, 'my sense-impressionshave just the characteristics they would have if there were mountains at the South
Pole'. But this is a very weak'as if indeed. Whether there
were mountains at the South Pole, or frozensea' or Hesperidean Gardens-in fact, whatever there was' so long as there
was something or other-the view which he saw from his
front door would have been just the same. His senseimpressions 'permitted' him to make the postulation he did,
in lhat they did not absolutely prohibit it. That is the most

the real state of affairs, though no one at the time had any
good reason for thinking it did; while other statements,
Juch as'there is frozen seathere' or'there are Hesperidean

Are we to maintain, then, that this seventeenth-century
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statement about mountains at the South Pole was neither
true nor false; whereas an exactly similar statement made
to-day, now that mountains have actually been discovered
there, is true ? Are we to say that whenever an hypothesis is
put forward for which there is as yet no evidence, it is
neither true nor false, though it will becomeone or the other
if ever it is tested? This would be violently paradoxical.
It is worth while noticing that even if we adopt the other
and more popularform oftheAs-ifTheory, a similarparadox
arises. For we still have to hold, though for a different
reason, that any material-object statement which is true
must be reducible to the s is safuiently as if p form; on the
ground that if it categorically asserted the existence of
unsensedsensibiliait would be false in any case,whatever
its detailed content might be. And we still find that this
statement about mountains at the South Pole, though
admittedly true, was not at the time reducible to this form,
whereasa similar statement made to-day ls reducible to it.
I am not sure that this difficulty can be completely
eliminated by any non-Realistic theory. The fact of human
ignorance is one of the strongest cards in the Realist's hands.
However, the paradox can be at any rate mitigated. But
before showing how this is to bi done, we must make it
quite clear that the difficulty only eoncernsstatementswhich
are relatively specific or determinate, like the seventeenthcentury Englishman's statement about the South Pole, or
the statement referred to earlier about the block of basalt
at the bottom of the Atlantic z,ooo miles west of this spot.
The general statement that there are unobserved material
objects of some sort or other can perfectly well be accommodated within either form of the As-if Theory, as we have
seen. For sense-impressionsare as if many unobsened
material objects of some sort or other existed.
One thing at any rate is clear about these troublesomely
specific statements. Since they concern unsensedsensibilia,
they must formulate acts of imaginative postulation. Now
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this postulation of unsensedsensibilia,as we have seen,is
not something completely free and unregulated. If it w-ere,
it would be what we call 'mere' imagination, and would
not concern the Theory of Perception, however important
it might be in Aesthetics. The postulation which concerns
us is something which can be done either well or ill,
properly or improperly, even though (on the presenttheory)
not truly or falsely. The imagination of such and such
unsensed sensibilia is the fitting or suitable response to
are presented,
make when such and such sense-impressions
whereasthe postulation of others would be unfitting; much
as 'Bo!' is said to be the proper responseto make to a goose,
and 'Puss! Puss!' is an improper one, although neither of
theseutterancesis true, and equally neither is false. Thus
although nothing can stop us from imagining whatever
unsensed sensibilia we please, the fact remains that our
imaginative postulationsare subject to the control of actual
sense-experience.As we put it before, they can be tested
or checked by the occurrence of sense-impressionswhich
are as if the postulated entities existed or as if they did not.
Now this is the position with the seventeenth-century
Englishman's postulation of mountains at the South Pole.
His act of postulation was subject to the control of senseexperience,eventhough the control wasnot actuallyapplied.
When we say that his statementwas in fact true, that there
were in fact mountains there, though neither he nor anyone
else at the time had any evidence of it, we shall have to
mean the following: his statement formulated an act of
postulation which would have been decisively justified, y'
the test of actual sense-experiencehad been applied to it.
When we use the rfords 'in fact', the fact we are referring
to is not a simple fact of the s es.asif p f.orm, as it is when
we are speaking of facts about actually observed objects,
or about unobserved ones for which there is actual sensegiven evidence. It is more complex. It is of the f.orm: if p
s would haoe
had been chechedby actual sense-impressions,
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beendecisiaelyas if p. And since a proposition of the s e'sas
if p form does enter into this fact, the As-if Theory may
claim to have solved the difficulty. It can norv allow that
some specific statements about completely unobserved
objects are true, and others false, even though no one has
any sense-givenevidence for or against them. For, it can
say, the facts which make them true or false do involve
sense-impressionsand do involve an as-if, even though
they are more complex than the straightforward s is as if p
factswhich make statementsabout actually observedobjects
true. A similar analysis will apply to questions. There is
no difficulty about the general question, 'Are there completely unobserved material objects?' It is equivalent to
'Are actual sense-impressionsas if there ll'ere groups of
sensibilia of such a sort, that no sense-impressionsare as
if thesesensibiliahad one determinatestructure rather than
another?' (A complicated question certainly, but the
answer is Yes.) Difficulty only arises when our question
about an unobserved object is specific; or rather, rvhen it
is too specific to be answered on the existing sense-given
evidence, as when we ask whether the bee-population of
Oxfordshire is over ro,ooo. The As-if Theory rvill have to
say that such questions are of the form would s be as if p,
if p wne checkedby actual sense-experience?
Next, we must notice that any sentence,or question, of
this sort not merely formulates a piece of imaginative postulation which may be checked by actual sense-experience,
but also gives instructions, as it were, telling us how the
checking is to be carried out. It does so by referring to
certain relations between the postulated group of sensibilia
and some other group of sensibilia which we are already
justified in postulating. In our exampleabout the Antarctic
mountains, the instructions are conveyed by the words 'at
the South Pole', which are equivalentto 'so many thousands
of miles south of the objects at present observed by the
speaker'. At the time when the statement is first made,
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the speaker'ssense-impressions
are as if certainfamiliesof
sensibiliaexisted,say green fields and houses. His statementgivesinstructionsfor obtainingnewsense-impressions,
which areto be asif therewerecertainadditionalfamiliesof
sensibiliaso many thousandsof milesto the south of these
first ones, the ones which his presentsense-impressions
areasif therewere. And he maintains-truly, asit happens
-that if thesenew sense-impressions
occurred,they would
be asif the additionalfamiliesof sensibiliawereof a certain
specificport,namelythe sort we call mountains. Onewould
carry out the instructionsby experiencinga seriesof impressionswhich would be as if one were moving progressivelysouthwards.First, there would haveto be some
which are asif there were groupsof sensibiliaa little to the
south of the fields and houses. Then there would have'to
be somewhich areasif thereweremore groupsof sensibilia
still to the south of those,and so on, till at last there are
somewhich are as if there were a group of sensibiliaat the
requisitedistancesouth of the original ones; and they will
either be as if this final group of sensibiliawere of the
specificsort conveyedby the word 'mountain',or they will
not. If they ale as if there werd sensibiliaof this specific
sort, the originalpostulationof mountain-sensibilia
is then
justified;
till
then-proper
or
-but,not
it is the fitting
responseto make to the sense-impressions
which occur
when the conditionsof the test are fulfilled.
So far it appearsthat the instructionsfor checkingthe
postulation are words referring to spatial relations; for
instance,such words as 'in the Antarctic', or '2,ooo miles
west of this spot', or 'behind that door'. The spatialrelationsare relationsin;what is called'physical'or 'public'
space.That is, they are relationsnot betweenactualsenseimpressionsbut within the postulati:dworld of sensibilia:
betweenthe sensibiliapostulatedin our new postulation,
which is as yet unchecked,and other sensibiliawhich we
are alreadyjustified in postulating-sensibiliawhich actual
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sense-impressionsare as if there were. But really there is
a reference to tmtporal relations as well, though it is not
always made explicit. When someonesays there are mountains at the South Pole, he is understood to be postulating
groups of sensibilia which have continued in being for
many years up to the time of speaking, and are going to
continue for many years more. And if I say that there is a
black panther outside the door, I conceive of the sensibilia
as existing at about the time when I make my statement.
But of course we often postulate sensibilia which we conceive of as existing not now, at the time when the act of
postulation itself occurs, but at some other time (past or
future), perhaps a very remote one. And it may well be
that no actual sense-impressioqs,either present or past,
are as if sensibilia of the required sort had formerly existed,
or were going to exist. Nevertheless, the material-object
sentenceswhich formulate these postulations may happen
to be true. As we ordinarily put it, the material objects
mentioned in them may in fact have existed (or may in
fact be going to exist, if the statement concerns the future)
even though there is no evidenceto show that this is so.
Here we apply the same principle as before. Let us
assume that our sentence is in fact a true statement about
some past or some future state of the material world. Let
us assumefurther that no sense-impressionshave occurred
which actually justify our postulation, i.e. which are as if
the postulated sensibilia existed, and that none are going to
occur hereafter. Then we certainly cannot say that s is as
if p (nor of course that s is as if not-p). For the postulation
is never actually checked. Nevertheless,it happens to be
the case that if the postulation had been checked, senseimpressions would have been as if the postulated sensibilia
existed. And that is why we are allowed to say, elliptically,
that the material object referred to byp did in fact exist (or
will in fact exist, as the case may be), though no one has
any evidence of it and no one ever will have any.
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To summarize: the principle which the As-if Theory
adopts for analysingspecific but unevidencedstatements
aboutunobserved
materialobjectsis asfollows:First, there
must be certain actual sense-impressions
which are decisivelyas if a certaingroup of sensibilia^I existed.These
sense-impressions
are our starting-point or point of reference,our noi orti as it were; and until they are indicated,
we cannotattacha definite meaningto the statement(so.8
stands for what common sensewould call an actually
observedobject,this thing here and now). We then say:
if there had been other sense-impressions,
which were
decisivelj'asif someotlur groupof sinsibilia existed,standing in such and such spatial and temporal relationsto J,
they would have beenas if this other group had the determinate character C. When the statement concernsthe
future, we substitute'if there were going to be' for ,if there
had been',and so on.
This analysiswill apply evento statementswhich refer to
material objects so remote in spaceor time that sentient
beings 'could not', as we say, have observedthem: for
instance,to statementsaboutvery earlyor very late stages
in the history of the solarsysteiir. For the ,couldnot' hire
doesnot stand for a logical impossibility, as it doeswhen
we say that 7*z could not equal ro. It standsfor a merely
defacto (or as it is sometimescalled, merely causal)impossibility,as it doeswhen we saythat it is impossiblefor
a humanbeingto jump a quarterof a mile; wherethe proposition 'Smith hasjumped a quarter of a mile' containsno
internal contradiction whatever, but is merely rendered
very improbable by well-establishedinductive generalizations. It is perfectlycqnceivable
that theremight havebeen
sense-impressions
earlier than any which have in fact
occurred. It is perfectly conceivablethat there might have
been going to be sense-impressions
later than any which
will in fact occur; or that theremight havebeensomeexisting from very remoteplaces,placesso remotethat they are
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never in fact occupied by any sentient being.' There is no
contradiction in these suppositions. The conditional clause
'if there had been, &c.' contains no absurdity, though it
happens to be unfulfilled. And if there had been, certain
postulations would have been justified, and certain others
prohibited, which have never in fact been submitted to the
control of sense-experienceand never will be.
By means of this rather complicated analysis,it is possible
for the As-if Theorist to allow that an indefinite number of
Eeci.ficstatementsabout totally unobserved material objects
are in fact true-and an indefinite number of others in fact
false-though no actual sense-impressions are, or have
been, or will be as if the postulated sensibilia existed. But
he can only allow this at the cost of introducing a new sort
of if in addition to the 'as if'with which he began. The
new one is 'if the postulation vrere to be submitted to the
control of actual sense-experience'. By introducing it, he
has obviously come closer to the theory which is now
ordinarily called Phenomenalism. For the Phenomenalist,
too, would analysestatementsof this sort into statements
about possiblethough not actual sense-impressions.When
someone in the seventeenth ceritury maintained that there
were mountains at the South Pole, Phenomenalists say he
meant that if there had been certain sense-impressions,
there would also have been certain others; and this hypothetical statement, they say, was in fact true, though the
condition stated in the if-clause was unfulfilled. But thev
go farther. They hold that hypothetical statements of this
sort enter into the analysis of any material-object sentence
whatever, whether it is general or specific, whether it is
made with evidence or without, and whether it concerns
an observed object or an unobserved one. For even what
we call an observed object is not observed in all its parts
r On thc sensc in which sense-impressionsexist
'from a place', cf. p. ro7
abovc.
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and throughout its whole history (how often have I seen
the under side of my own writing-table ?). In fact, this is
the Phenomenalist's way of dealing with the defectiveness
of actual sense-experience-with that fragmentariness and
interruptedness which, as we saw, is the starting-point of
Hume's theory. The Phenomenalist fills up the gaps in
actual sense-experienceby introducing hypothetical propositions about possible sense-experiences.Now at first
sight the two theories,the Humian and the Phenomenalistic,
are very different. Certainly they begin very differently.
'But when we develop Hume's theory in detail to the stage
which has now been reached, it may appear that the two
theories converge, and that ifthey differ at all, the difference
is trifling and rather to Hume's disadvantage. In fact, it
may be thought that he ought to give up the distinctive
features of his own theory, and analyse all material-object
sentencesin a purely Phenomenalistic way.
In order to clear up this point we must consider exactly
what the initial difference between the two theories is. The
briefest and most obvious way of describing it is this: Hume
says that we supplement actual sense-impressions with
unsensed sensibilia, whereas the Phenomenalist says we
supplement them with hypothetical smse-impressions.But
this does not make the difference between the two theories
really clear. For one thing, the phrase 'hypothetical senseimpressions' *uy easily look as if it stood for actual particulars which could be sensedbut happen not to be; and
these would be just the same as what we have called
unsensed sensibilia. Certainly many people have in fact
confused hypothetical sense-impressionswith unsensed
sensibilia. But when Ffume saysthat this table which I now
see consists largely of unsensedsensibilia, he means that
these sensibilia are imagined to be ihere at this moment;
it is not merely that they would have existed had circumstances been different. On the other hand, when the
Phenomenalist says that it consists largely of hypothetical
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sense-impressions, he es merely saying that they would
have existed had circumstances been different. The phrase
'hypothetic"l ssnsq.impression', in fact, is just an abbreviation for a hypothetical statemenf,of the form: z/so and so
were the case, such and such a sort of sense-impression
asouldexist. Another source of confusion is that the word
'hypothetical' is sometimes used to mean 'assumed' or
'postulated'. Thus the ether of nineteenth-centuryPhysics
has been called a hypothetical luminiferous medium. But
if the word is used in this way, there is again no difference
between ir hypothetical sense-impressionwhich is not
actually sensed, and a postulated unsensed sensibile. It
does not matter much whether you call the postulated
entity a sense-impressionor a sensibile,provided you admit
that it is not actually sensed.
We must insist, however, that the Phenomenalist is not
using the word 'hypothetical' in this way. He is using it
as a convenient abbreviation of an if-then proposition.
Perhaps his contention will be clearer if translated into the
Formal Mode of Speech. He then turns out to be saying
that any sentence about an unobserved material object (or
the unobserved parts of an observed one) is equivalent to
a set of if-then sentences,of the form'if so and so, there
u:ould De sense-impressions of ,such and such x ssl'sense-impressions
which actually there are not. Hume, on
the other hand, holds that we conceiveunsensedsensibilia
as actually existing entities, though he also holds that we
cannot ask whether in doing so we are conceiving truly or
falsely. It is true of coursethat the As-if Theory, supposing
that this is the right interpretation of him, does inftoduce
a hypothetical statement of its own, even at the very beginning. But it is a very different hypothetical statement from
those which occur in Phenomenalism. For in s dsas if p,
p is really the protasis, though it is written at the end. The
meaning of the formula is: if there were these sensibilia,
there would be sense-irnpressionsof a certain sort, and
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there actunlly are.sense-impressions of this sort (whereas
the sense-impressionswhich the Phenomenalistis talking
of would have existed had circumstancesbeen different,
but actually do not exist). That is the whole point of the
'as-if '.
Now Phenomenalists claim, as against Hume, that there
is no need to introduce unsensedsensibiliaat all; they claim
that a complete analysisof material-objectsentencescan be
given without ever mentioning such questionable entities.
And they further hold that there is a strong positive reason
for not introducing them; namely, the ordinary Empiricist
reasofi mentioned above, that the existence of unsensed
sensibilia is by definition unverifiable. Whereas, they point
out, their own hypothetical propositions are always capable
of being verified, whether anyone in fact verifies them or
not. The proposition 'there was a cat in the larder an hour
ago'may not actually have been verified by
or anybody
-9gone into the
else. But the fact remains that if anyone had
larder an hour ago, he would have verified the proposition
(or discovered its falsity as the case may be), even though
nobody did go.
Of course Hume, like any othbr radical Empiricist, is
bound to admit that the existence of unsensed sensibilia
is unverifiable. But he may still claim that there is an
important advantage in introducing them. He may further
argue, ad homines,that many Phenomenalists-perhaps all
-do in effect refer to unsensed sensibilia themselves in
stating their own theory, though without openly admitting
that they do. Phenomenalism is a good servant, very useful
in controversies with tender-minded opponents, but it is a
harsh master. To stick tg it through thick and thin requires
a perseverance which is almost superhuman, as we shall
see presently.
There are indeed two advantagesin introducing unsensed
sensibilia. The first is that we do actually find ourselves
thinking of them-or as Hume says, imagining them-
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when we make or understand a material-object statement.
They are at least part of what is meant by the statement, in
the sensethat they are part of what is before the mind of
anyone who utters or understands material-object words
and phrases;unless,indeed, we are merely operating with
'uncashed symbols', in which case nothing is before our
minds except the words themselves, strung together in
certain familiar-feeling combinations. But if we stop and
consider what the words stand for, we do find ourselves
supplementing our actual sense-impressionsby the postulation of unsensedparticulars,very much as Hume describes.
Empiricist philosophers may think this procedure regrettable. Why should anyone bother his head with unverifiable entities ? But there it is. We find ourselves doing it.
As Hume would say, it is human nature to do it. On the
other hand, we do not normally think of the multitude of
hypothetical propositions into which Phenomenalists say
the statement ought to be analysed. We think of these
unsensed particulars not as somethings which would exist
if such and such conditions were realized, but as somethings
which do exist now; even though some philosopher tells
us that it is meaningless to ask whether they exist or not.
Thus, supposesomeonesays thdt the walls of the bathroom are blue. If we understanfl his sentence, we find
ourselves conceiving of a complex group of blue sensibilia.
And we conceiveof them as existing nou),as coexistentwith
the impressions which we are actually sensing at the
moment, not merely as being liable to exist at some time
when or if circumstances are different. (We also think of
them as related in spaceto the group of sensibilia which our
present sense-impressionsare as if they were constituents
of.) Suppose a Phenomenalist now appears, and begins to
analyse the sentencefor us. He says,'if anyone were in the
bathroom he would be sensing blue sense-impressions'.
We accept this Phenomenalistic statement, of course. But
we regard it as a ,ttto statement; not merely as the verbal
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formulation of something which we were already thinking
of beforehand. On the contrary, we take it to be a consequenceof what was already before our minds. Our line of
thought is this: given that the blue sensibilia are there at
this moment, each existing from its appropriate place, then
of course it follows that a blue sense-impressionwould be
sensedby anyone who occupied one of those places. We
understand and accept the Phenomenalisticif-propositions
('if anyone were there, he would sense such and such')
becausewe read them off, so to speak,from the unsensed
sensibiliawhich we have already postulated. And it seems
very likely that the Phenomenalisthimself has read them
off in the same way. Just becausehe is already thinking
of a group of unsensed particulars existing from various
places, he is able to say what would be sensedby anyone
who was at one of those places: he is also able to say what
temporal order the sense-impressionswould occur in, if
anyonemoved from one of theseplacesto another; what he
would miss if he shut his eyes at such and such a point;
what sort of duplicated view he would get if he suddenly
began to see double at such and such another point, and
so on. All these questions can be answeredat once if we
already have the group of sensibiliabefore our minds. But
if we have not, it is difficult to seehow we shall manageto
answer them at all.
The complete order of events, then, seems to be as
(z) the
follows: (r) the sensingof actual sense-impressions,
supplementing of these by the postulation of unsensed
particulars, (3) the drawing of consequencesad libitum as
to what other sense-impressionswould occur, or would
have occurred, if certain conditions were or had been fulfilled. Thus the conceiving of unsensed sensibilia is an
intermediate link between the few impressions which we
do actually sense,and the many possibilities of sensation
which we are able to infer.
ft seems,then, that Hume's accountof the matter has one
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great advantageover pure Phenomenalism. It comesmuch
nearer to the way in which we actually think about the
material u'orld. The Phenomenalist, by excluding all
mention of unsensed sensibilia from his analysis, leaves
out an important part of what is before the mind of anyone
who makes or understands a material-object statement.
Nor is this a matter of mere Psychology,irrelevant to the
philosophical analysis of the statements. No doubt the
means by which the unsensedsensibilia are conceived of
vary from one person to another. Probably some people
conceiveof them by meansof representativeimagery: they
conceive of an unsensed colour-sensibile by means of a
visual image, of an unheard sound by meansof an auditory
image, and so on. (We may suppose that this is rvhat
animalsdo if they can entertain material-objectpropositions
at all.) Others probably conceive of them by means of
words, and others again by purely symbolic images which
have no resemblanceto the entities they symbolize. Moreover, some people conceive of them attentively and in
detail, others in an inattentive and cursory way. Certainly
these facts are merely matters of Psychologlr, and do not
concern the philosophical analysis. But if everyone who
understands a material-object statement at all turns out to
be conceiving of unsensedspnsibilia, if these are what the
rvords immediately convey to everyone'smind, then surely
this rs relevant to the philosophical analysisof such statements; all the more so, if Phenomenaliststhemselvescan
only arrive at the analysis which they ofi.er by first conceiving of those unsensedsensibilia,as everyoneelse does.
Hume's theory has a second advantage over Phenomenalism, the advantageof simplicity. The Phenomenalistic analysisof any material-objectstatementis immensely
complicated. It contains an enorrnous multitude of different 'ifs': if someonewere at placeP, he would be sensing
Se and if someonewere at place P, he would be sensing Sr,
andlf. someonewere at placeP, he would be sensingSr, and
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so on. Here is one seriesof ifs', an indefinitely long one.
We shall need the whole series for the analysis of such a
sentenceas 'the walls of the bathroom are blue'. But this
is not all. Each of these if-clauses contains further ifclausesinside itself, so to speak. We see this when we ask
what is meant by 'if anyone were at place Pr'. To answer
this, we must ask what would be meant by '* l'sat place Pt'.
The meaning must be that r is at a place at such and such
a distanceand in such and such a direction from here,where
the word 'here' indicates the place which the speaker is
occupying at the moment. But of course this analysis of
the phrase 'being at place P.' is not complete; we must ask
the Phenomenalistto restateit in terms of sense-impressions.
And then we shall find that 'so far from here' and 'in such
and such a direction' refer to the sensationalroute, so to
speak, which anyone would have to traverse if he were to
pass from P, to the place where the speakeris-the series
of visual and other impressions which he would have
experienced if he had gone from there to here. This will be
a series of spatially-adjoined visual or tactual fields, and
the last member of the series will be the visual or tactual
field which the speaker himself iS sensing at the moment.
Thus the Phenomenalisticanalysisof 'x is at Pr' (i.e. is so
far frosr here, in such and such a direction) will be something like the following: a is sensinga visual or tactual field
such that z/ he had replaced it by another spatially adjoined
to it, and if he had replaced that by another spatially
adjoined to it, and if he had replaced that in turn by still
another, and so on, then eventually he would have been
sensing the visual or tactual field which actually is being
sensedby the speaker4 this moment. All these 'ifs' must
go inside the protasis-clauseof the hypothetical sentence
'if anyone were at place Pr, he would be sensing S1'. For
the Phenomenalist will have to say that they are contained
within the meaning of the phrase 'being at place Pr'. In
the same way 'being at Pr' will have to be defined in terms
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of the hypothetical sensationalroute leading from it to Pr;
and similarly for each of all the placesmentioned.
When the statement refers to a material object existing
at some date in the past or the future, there will be still
greater complication. For the first stage of the analysis
will yield hypothetical propositions such as 'if anyone had
been at place P, at time r, he would have sensed Sr', 'if
anyonehad been at place P, at time r, he would have sensed
Sr', and so on. 'At time /' will mean 'so many minutes or
hours or days before nous'; and this in turn rvill have to be
analysedin terms of a sensationalroute by rvhich someone
could have been going to sense the sense-field at present
sensedby the speaker,and will accordingly contain a rvhole
series of ifs' inside itself. '* had a sense-experienceat a
past date l' (e.9. '3,oo9 years ago') must be equivalentto
something like the following: 'he senseda sense-fieldsuch
thzt if he had been going to sense a later one spatiotemporally adjoining it, and if he had been going to sense
a still later one spatio-temporally adjoining that one, and
so on, then eventually he would have been going to sense
the sense-field which is at present being sensed by the
speaker.'
Even this is not all. When we say, 'if someone $-ere at
placeP,he would be sensingsoand,so',we mean,'if he u'erc
really at place P.'. He might merely dream he is thcre, or
have a hallucination of being there; but that r+'ouldnot be
enough. Our if-clause must mean 'if his experiencesNere
such that if he really moved in a certain direction and for
a certaindistancehe rvould be here' (where the speakeris).
Thus the sensationalroute in terms of 'rvhich being at Pr'
is defined-the seriesof intermediate experiencesby rvhich
the experienceof being there could be exchangedfor the
experience of being here-is something even more complicated than we have said. It must be a seriesconsisting of
'normal' or 'veridical' impressions, not of hallucinations.
And when we ask for the Phenomenalistictranslation of this
N
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may dreamthis very day of a whole seriesof eventsfilling
up the entire interval between50 B.c. and now. But he has

Then he must be able to do the same at the next stage C'
and so on throughout. At any stage of the series leading
from P, to here (where the speaker is) there must be the
possibility of another series, branching off, so to speak,floT
ihe main one; and what is required is that f he had
obtained impressions belonging to this bye-series,he would
have verified the existence of a material object located at

eachof thesesubordinate'ifs' has still anothercrop of ,ifs'
attachedto it.

these bye-series (he need not actually experience the main
series from which they branch off). But it must be posible

tlere to here.
There are similar complications about time. The possible
sensational route from then to noat, by means of which the
Phenomenalist defines any past date l, must consist not of
dream-impressions or hallucinations, but of observations
of real physical events. Let us consider the if-clause 'if
someonehad been in Rome in 5o n.c.' This does not mean
'if he had beenagoing to dream of the assassination of
Caesar,and if he had later been going to dream of the battle
of Philippi, and if he had been going to have a hallucination
of conversing with the Emperor Diocletian a long time after
that, and if, &c.: then eventually he would have been going
to sensethe sense-fieldnow sensedby the speaker'. Anyone

were at Pr, if someonewere at Pr, &c., &c.)? But this we
cannotconceivablydo, sincethey are infinitely numerous.
Some expedient on the lines of Professor Whitehead's
Principle of Extensive Abstraction would have to be
adopted,and then we should get still more complications.
Howeverthis may be,Phenomenalists
arein practiceusually
contentwith suchcompendiousformulationsas,if someonl

shapeand size and in visible or tangible qualities); nor do
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they specify just what position the observer would have to
be at, in order to sense a given one of them. But even
though they did specify all these things in detail, they
would only have completed the first stage of the analysis,
as we have shown. For they would still have on their hands
such phrases as 'just inside the door of the larder', 'one
foot to the north ofthe door', and so onl and each of these
phraseswould have to be analysed in terms of the hypothetical sensationalroute by which one might have passed
from there to here, i.e. to the place now occupied by the
speaker. Similarly, each of the temporal phrases used at
the first stage of the analysis would have to be analysed in
terms of a hypothetical sensationalroute from thento nous.
The completion of this second stage of the analysis,with
all the additional if-clauses which it would involve, is a
truly staggeringtask. And could we even begin upon it, if
we had not alreadybeforeourmindsthethought of aspatiallyand temporally-ordered world of unsensedsensibilia,conceived to be already there and waiting to be sensed? What
else could guide us in our choice of the right if-clauses,
and enable us to know which should come after which ?'
I do not wish to maintain that the complexity of the
Phenomenalisticanalysisis an absolutely fatal objection to
it. Btt I do wish to point out that its complexity is very
great indeed, much greater than is commonly realized, and
that it is a very seriousdefect in any theory to be as complex
as this. If some other theory gives a simpler analysis,then
so far it will have an important advantage over Phenomenalism.
Now Hume's theory l's very much simpler. Once we
allow ourselves to nEntion unsensed sensibilia, we can
dispense with almost all these multitudinous if-clauses.
Let us first consider a statement about a material object
which, as we say, is actually being observed. Then the

difference
between,r.:i::_:ftll'o

thePhenomena-
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may be put in this way: On eithertheory,we
haveto mentiona numberof particurarsadditionarto ;hose
whilh areactuallysensedby us. (Actualsense_impressions
are far too few and fragmentary;obviouslyno material_
objectsentence
whatevercourdbi analysedin termsof them
alone.) Now the Phenomenalist
musi have a separateif_
clausefor everyoneofthesenot-actually_sensed
particulars,
specifyingthe conditionsunder which an entity of thai
descriptionwouldbe sensed;for he refusesto conceiveof it
assomethingactualthoughunsensed.Eachof thesesupple_
mentary entities occurs in its own specialhypotheiical
statement,and eachof thesehypotheticalstatementshasa
differentprotasisfrom everyoitr.r. But on Hume's theorv
we needonly one single,if'for the whole lot. We simply
say that actual sense-impressions
are as if there ,"rr"'oil
the.se
particulars
at
once;
for instance,tt .y
.unsensed
as if there wereall the sensibiliawhich together.on.iirut"
"r.
what we call a circulartable. The sense-iripressions
which
haveoccurredintermittentryduring the pasihalf-hourha'e
been brownish in colour-some [[hter, somedarker_and
they havebeenmore.or lesselliptic-alin shape,with ;"ri;;
degreesof eccentricity. They have been as if there were
an entirefamily of particulars,whosenucleusrvascircular
in plan and chestnutbrown in colour. That is, th"- i";
actually sensedparticularshave been as if there were a
wholemassof additionalor supplementary
particulars,continuing them and filling up th;ir gaps;in such a way that
the complete group, sensed
t'rna"rrsed
constituents
"rrd of
together,would havea specialsort
spatialstructure and
a specialsort of colour-structure-all-of them wourd be
either distortionsor portionsof a shapewhich is circurar
in plan,and all of themwould fall into a setof colour-series
whosecommonlimit is a bright chestnutbrown.
Let us next considera statementabout an zaobserved
materialobject. Here--Hume,sanalysisis not qrrit. .o
simple, but it is still vastly less complex tt
the
"n
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Phenomenalisticone. He divides it into two parts. The first
is the postulationalpart. It tells us what unsensedsensibilia
are being conceived of by anyone who makesor understands
the statement. It consists in describing a grouP of sensibilia G, having a certain determinate spatial structure,
colour structure, &c. But in this case no actual senseimpressionsare as if G existed. He therefore has to add a
secondpart to his analysis:an addition which is not needed
for statements about observed objects, for there we have
got actual impressionswhich are as if the postulatedsensibilia existed. The secondpart consistsin saying that f the
postulation were checked by sense-exPerience,then senseimpressions would be as if G existed, and so the postulation
would be justified. (It was this addition which brought his
theory nearer the Phenomenalism and occasioned the
present discussion.) How would the postulation of G be
checked? lt is capableof being checked,becausewe conceived of these sensibilia as existing at a certain determinate place and time; if we had not, the material-object
statement which formulated our postulation would have
been without definite meaning. For instance,we conceived
of them as located 4o miles east of here, and as continuing
from now to next Sunday. The words 'here' and 'now'
dlnote a group of sensibilia which my actual senseimpressionsare as if they were constituentsof ; as common
sensewould say, they denote a certain object which I am
actually observing at the time when the statement is made,
for instance the table mentioned in the last paragraph. We
shall succeedin checking our postulation, then, if we experience sense-impressionswhich are as if they were constituents of some[roup of sensibilia located 4o miles east
of here. And if they turn out to be as if they were constituents of a group of the detqminate sort G, our postulation
will then be proper or justified. If they turn out to be as
if they were constituents of a group of sensibilia of some
other determinate sort, our postulation has been checked
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and found wanting; it will be the wrong or unfitting
responseto maketo thoseparticular sense-impressions.
But when will sense-impressions
of this critical sort
occur? How arewe goingto recognizethat they are in fact
as if they were constituentsof a group located in the
required place? They will be so, we answer,if they come
at one end of a seriesof impressions,the sort of serieswhich
constitutesthe sensationalroute of the Phenomenalist.But
Hume, unlike the Phenomenalist,can describethe series
quite simply. He does not need a separate'if' for every
stepof it, still lessa bye-series
of additional'ifs' branching
off from each. He only needstwo altogether,a plain 'if'
and an 'asif'. He merelyhasto say:f a seriesof impressions
occur which are as if there were a spatially-orderedcontinuum of groupsof sensibiliaextending4o miles eastwards
from this spot (i.e. 4o miles eastwardsfrom that group
which my present sense-impressions
are as if they were
constituentsof). That is his analysisof the conditional
clause,'if this postulationwere submitted to the test of
sense-experience'.And his analysis of the consequentclause,'the postulationof G would then be justified', is
equallysimple. It is, as we haveseen,'therewould then be
sense-impressions
which wciuld be as if they were constituentsof a family of sensifiliaof the determinatesort G'.
We mayconclude,
then,that thereareveryimportantdifferencesbetweenHume'sAs-if TheoryandPhenomenalism.
Thesedifferencesare by no meansremovedwhen we make
the additions which are required for dealingwith specific
statementsabout unobservedobjects. Nor are they to
Hume's disadvantage.On the contrary, his theory, by
introducing unsensedsensibilia,comescloser to the way
in which we ordinarily think about the materialworld; and
it is enormouslysimpler than Phenomenalism,
sinceit dispenseswith the nightmare-likejungle of ifs' into which the
Phenomenalistwould drive us. But of course the t\ivo
theories do have one very important point in common.
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They are both empiricrst theories, in that both profess to
analysematerial-objectstatementswithout introducing any
concept not abstractible from actual sense-impressions.
The unsensedparticulars which we imagine that there are,
and the sensedparticulars which we believe that there
rvould be if circumstanceswere different, are both alike
describedentirely in terms of ordinary sense-givenqualities
and relationssuch as 'blue', 'round', 'to the right of'. For
this reasonHume's orvn theory has sometimesbeen called
Phenomenalistic. But if we call it so, we must insist that
there are at least tu'o quite different forms which a Phenomenalistic theory (in this wide and old-fashioned senseof
the word) may take; and that Hume's form of it differs in
important respectsfrom the ordinary one, the one to which
the name 'Phenomenalism'is norvadavsusualh'confined.
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have now completed our exposition of the As-if
\A/E
Y V Theory. The problem which it had to solve arose
from two theses,both of which are maintained by Hume:
(r) that we mean, and can only mean, by a material-obiect
u'ord or phrasea group of sensuously-qualifiedparticulars,
many of which-in the caseof a totally unobserved object,
all-are unsensedsensibilia; (z) that it is 'in vain', i.e.
meaningless,to ask whether unsensed sensibilia actually
ekist or not, since their existence is by definition unverifiable. But, thirdly, as we all agree, and as Hume never
dreams of denying, there is some good sense in which
material-object sentencesare true or false; and tve very
often succeed in establishing, beyond any reasonable
doubt, that a given material-object sentence l's true, and
anotherfalse. How is this possible,if theses(r) and (z) are
correct ? The As-if Theory is an attempt to answer this
question. It points out, as we have seen,that actual senseimpressions really are as z/ such and such groups of unsensedsensibilia existed; this is still so, even though it be
in vain to ask whether unsensed,sensibiliado in fact exist
or not. And the material-object sentencesof daily life, it
is suggested,are abbreviated ways of saying that actual
sense-impressions are (ot in assignable circumstances
would be) as z/ such or such unsensed sensibilia existed;
accordingly these sentencesare true or false, as we all
think they are, and can be verified or refuted by senseexperience.
But there is another way in which Hume might have
solved this problem without departing from the main principles of his philosophy. It is what we called the Expressive
Theory. (It rvas suggestedto me by Mr. F. P. Ramsey's
account of Causal Laws in his essayGeneralPropositionsand

